Maritime transportation is a significant contributor to SOx, NOx, and particle matter (PM) emissions, and to a lesser extent, of CO2. Recently, new regulations are being enforced in special geographical areas to limit the amount of emissions from the ships. This fact, together with the high fuel prices, is driving the marine industry toward the improvement of the energy efficiency of ships. Although more sophisticated and complex engine designs can improve significantly of the energy systems on ships, waste heat recovery arises as the most effective technique for the reduction of the energy consumption. In this sense, it is estimated that around 50% of the total energy from the fuel consumed in a ship is wasted and rejected through liquid and gas streams. The primary heat sources for waste heat recovery are the engine exhaust and coolant. In this work, we present a study on the integration of an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) in an existing ship, for the recovery of the main and auxiliary engines (AE) exhaust heat. Experimental data from the engines on the cruise ship M/S Birka Stockholm were logged during a port-to-port cruise from Stockholm to Mariehamn, over a period of 4 weeks. The ship has four main engines (ME) Wartsila 5850 kW for propulsion, and four AE 2760 kW which are used for electrical generation. Six engine load conditions were identified depending on the ship's speed. The speed range from 12 to 14 kn was considered as the design condition for the ORC, as it was present during more than 34% of the time. In this study, the average values of the engines exhaust temperatures and mass flow rates, for each load case, were used as inputs for a model of an ORC. The main parameters of the ORC, including working fluid and turbine configuration, were optimized based on the criteria of maximum net power output and compactness of the installation components. Results from the study showed that an ORC with internal regeneration using benzene as working fluid would yield the greatest average net power output over the operating time. For this situation, the power production of the ORC would represent about 22% of the total electricity consumption on board. These data confirmed the ORC as a feasible and promising technology for the reduction of fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of existing ships.
Carbon capture and storage may, as a bridging technology, rapidly decrease CO2 emissions in the industrial sector. In this paper, a techno-economic study of a future MEA carbon capture plant implemented at a case study oil refinery is presented. Costs are calculated for six setups of carbon capture at the refinery. Excess heat from the refinery processes is used in the capture plant for regeneration of the absorption fluid, and the stripper reboiler temperature is varied to increase the extractable of excess heat. Supplementary heating is carried out with a heat pump. The number of chimneys to be included in the capture process is also varied, resulting in different CO2 concentrations and amounts of CO2 at the inlet of the capture plant. Results show that the specific cost for carbon capture increases as the amount of captured carbon increases due to the need for heat pumps. The costs are in the range of 41-57(sic)/t for the low-temperature cases (T-Reb =90 degrees C) and 39-44(sic)/t for the high-temperature cases (T-Reb = 120 degrees C). (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Andersson, Viktor Franck, Per-Ake Berntsson, Thore 1878-0148 <Go to ISI>://WOS:000370097000013
Nowadays a lot of low-grade heat is wasted from the industry through the off- and flue-gasses with different compositions. These gases provide the sensitive heat with utilisation potential and latent heat with the components for condensation. In this paper, process integration methodology has been applied to the partly condensed streams. A hot composite curve that represents the gas mixture cooling according to equation of state for real gases was drawn to account the gas-liquid equilibrium. According to the pinch analysis methodology, the pinch point was specified and optimal minimal temperature difference was determined. The location of the point where gas and liquid phases can be split for better recuperation of heat energy within heat exchangers is estimated using the developed methodology. The industrial case study of tobacco drying process off-gasses is analysed for heat recovery. The mathematical model was developed by using MathCad software to minimise the total annualised cost using compact plate heat exchangers for waste heat utilisation. The obtained payback period for the required investments is less than six months. The presented method was validated by comparison with industrial test data.
The present work investigates an active waste heat recovery system for the side walls of the aluminium electrolysis cells, enabling utilization of the extracted heat in power generation. This will potentially lead to energy efficiency improvement in the primary aluminium production industry and an enhanced aluminium production rate. An experimentally validated loop thermosyphon heat pipe model was used for heat extraction from the cell side wall.Boosting system thermal efficiency through waste heat recovery, by means of a heat utilization system, and increasing the level of control, as well as thermal equilibrium, stand as the main addressed objectives of the current study, which consequently result in an increased aluminium production rate. An organic Rankine cycle is incorporated into the system, and its performance is evaluated, taking into consideration the operating situations in terms of available temperature and thermal power range.
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Adsorbent materials for low-grade waste heat recovery: Application to industrial pasta drying processes
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intensive industries face strong challenges due to rising electricity costs and environmental limitations, therefore, developing methods for energy efficiency improvement is becoming an increasingly important issue. With an estimated 30% of industrial energy input being lost as waste heat, its recovery represents an interesting energy efficiency solution potentially providing for a zero-emission, low cost and abundant resource. This study presents an innovative technology for low-grade waste heat recovery based on advanced adsorbent materials, specifically applied to the drying process of alimentary pasta. Warm and humid air flow resulting from the drying process represents a high-enthalpy waste heat source that, if recovered, can significantly improve the process efficiency. This can be achieved by means of high specific surface materials among which Metal Organic Framework (MOF) compounds represent a promising solution. In this work, the industrial pasta production process has been studied and possible plant design options identified, including an innovative adsorption cycle to recover waste heat from the drying process. The thermodynamic processes involved in pasta drying plants have been quantitatively analysed to assess the energy savings that can be achieved by using adsorbent materials such as MOFs. Results point to thermal energy savings in the range 40-50%. (C) 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The cement industry sector as an energy intensive industrial sector, where energy cost represents approximately 40% of the total production cost per one ton of cement, and one of the highest greenhouse gases - GHG emitting industrial sectors, accounts for around 5% of global anthropogenic GHG emissions as reported (Mikulcic et al, 2015). Considering that, the cement is the most widely used material for construction needs, this paper analyses the potential of energy efficiency improvement of the cement production for a particular cement plant in Croatia. The heat recovery potential was determined and an amount of waste heat available for utilisation accounting site wide demands are identified with use of Process Integration technique. The results show huge potential for energy saving of cement production. Different scenarios for utilization of low potential heat are proposed accounting different site demands and energy prices. Implementation of paper results helps to the cement plant's profitability and reduces environmental impact of the cement industry.
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In this paper, the potential of industrial waste heat for heating and cooling applications is investigated. Therefore, heat transformation technologies are presented and their technical and economic potential are discussed. First, different industrial processes and their operating temperatures are presented as possible waste heat sources as well as low temperature processes, which can be supplied with waste heat. Then, a general economic analysis is performed for three different cases of waste heat use: an absorption chiller producing cold and heat production with a compression and an absorption heat pump. The maximum acceptable investment cost for each technology is estimated and compared with the current investment cost depending on the operating hours of the system. For this, three different consumer types, Enthusiast, Real Estate and Industry, are defined to represent different expectations in interest rate, payback period and the resulting annuity factor. Instead of judging if a technology is profitable or not, it is calculated how much the system is allowed to cost in order to be competitive for certain operating hours. Combined with present day cost of the technology, this serves as a rough judgment of the market deployment process. Finally, a sensitivity analysis of the initial assumptions for the economic analysis is performed, revealing a strong influence of the annuity factor. For the present day technology cost, absorption chillers were found to be profitable for two of the three consumer types when operated for at least 2500 h per year. Electric heat pumps are profitable for all consumer types when exceeding 4000 operating hours per year while absorption heat pumps start at 3000 h of operation per year to be profitable for all consumer types. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 51
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Industrial waste heat may be one of the answers to future energy demands. Depending on the temperature, industrial waste heat may be used to produce electricity or meet cooling or heating demands at different temperature levels. However, in order to estimate the influence the waste heat may have in future energy systems, the magnitude of the industrial waste heat in the different countries need to be estimated.

For Germany, so far, only top-down analyses of the waste heat potential exist, using key figures derived from other studies in other countries. In this paper, the first bottom-up approach for estimating the industrial waste heat potential in Germany is presented. For this approach, an algorithm to evaluate and test the mandatory emission report data from German production companies was developed. In a second step, round about 81,000 data sets have been evaluated to calculate a conservative and lower boundary value for the industrial waste heat. As this conservative, lower boundary based on the collected data from the German industry, the waste heat volume was evaluated as 127 PJ/a or 13% of the industrial fuel consumption. Results were used to derive key figures with which the missing share of the data was approximated.
Excess heat is available from various sources and its utilisation could reduce the primary energy use. The accessibility of this heat is however dependent amongst others on the source and sink temperature, amount and potential users in its vicinity. In this work a new method is developed which analyses excess heat sources from the industrial sector and how they could be used for district heating. This method first allocates excess heat to single production units by introducing and validating a new approach. Spatial analysis of the heat sources and consumers are then performed to evaluate the potential for using them for district heating. In this way the theoretical potential of using the excess heat for covering the heating demand of buildings is determined. Through the use of industry specific temperature profiles the heat usable directly or via heat pumps is further found. A sensitivity analysis investigates the impact of future energy efficiency measures in the industry, buildings and the district heating grid on the national potential. The results show that for the case study of Denmark, 1.36 TWh of district heat could be provided annually with industrial excess heat from thermal processes which equals 5.1% of the current demand. More than half of this heat was found to be usable directly, without the need for a heat pump.
Excess heat is available from various sources and its utilisation could reduce the primary energy use. The accessibility of this heat is however dependent amongst others on the source and sink temperature, amount and potential users in its vicinity. In this work a new method is developed which analyses excess heat sources from the industrial sector and how they could be used for district heating. This method first allocates excess heat to single production units by introducing and validating a new approach. Spatial analysis of the heat sources and consumers are then performed to evaluate the potential for using them for district heating. In this way the theoretical potential of using the excess heat for covering the heating demand of buildings is determined. Through the use of industry specific temperature profiles the heat usable directly or via heat pumps is further found. A sensitivity analysis investigates the impact of future energy efficiency measures in the industry, buildings and the district heating grid on the national potential. The results show that for the case study of Denmark, 1.36TWh of district heat could be provided annually with industrial excess heat from thermal processes which equals 5.1% of the current demand. More than half of this heat was found to be usable directly, without the need for a heat pump.
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A 39-W thermoelectric generator prototype has been realized and then installed in industrial plant for on-line trials. The prototype was developed as an energy harvesting demonstrator using low temperature cooling water waste heat as energy source. The objective of the research program is to measure the actual performances of this kind of device working with industrial water below 90 degrees C, as hot source, and fresh water at a temperature of about 15 degrees C, as cold sink. The article shows the first results of the research program. It was verified, under the tested operative conditions, that the produced electric power exceeds the energy required to pump the water from the hot source and cold sink to the thermoelectric generator unit if they are located at a distance not exceeding 50 m and the electric energy conversion efficiency is 0.33%. It was calculated that increasing the distance of the hot source and cold sink to the thermoelectric generator unit to 100 m the produced electric energy equals the energy required for water pumping, while reducing the distance of the hot source and cold sink to zero meters the developed unit produces an electric energy conversion efficiency of 0.61%. Times Cited: 1
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Abstract M-TES (Mobile Thermal Energy Storage) technology is explored in this paper for transportation of industrial surplus heat for use in LTDH (low temperature district heating network). LTDH has promising potential in utilizing low grade heat, on the other hand, 20%-50% of industry generated surplus heat is often released to the ambient environment. M-TES is used to match thermal energy supply and demand that occur at different locations and that are shifted in time. In this paper, design of M-TES is conducted, optimization in operating strategies is performed, sensitivity analysis on levelized cost is studied, and environmental impact of CO2 emissions due to transportation is evaluated. The results of the study show an array of transportation means and storage operating strategies under which M-TES is technically, economically and environmentally sound for transportation of industrial surplus heat for use in LTDH network. Special issue on Smart Energy Systems and 4th Generation District Heating

Surplus heat generated from industrial sectors amounts to between 20% and 50% of the total industrial energy input. Smart reuse of surplus heat resulted from industrial sectors and power generation companies is an opportunity to improve the overall energy efficiency through more efficient use of the primary energy sources. A potential solution to tackle this issue is through use of thermal energy storage (TES) to match user demand to that of the generated surplus heat. A mobile TES (M-TES) concept of transportation of industrial surplus heat from production sites to end customers has shown promising results. One commissioned demonstration project using industrial heat for swimming pool water temperature regulation in Dortmund, Germany proved the interest and attention given to this concept. In this paper, a techno-economic case study in Sweden of transportation of surplus thermal energy to district heating in smart cities is presented. The application consists of heat storage at 110°C–130°C through the use of phase change materials (PCM) based TES, notably with use of Erythritol (90 kWh/ton) for the considered temperature range, to remote district heating network located at 48 km from the thermal energy generation site. The advantages of using latent heat based PCM are the high enthalpy density per unit volume and per unit mass, as well as the quasi-constant temperature during charging and releasing of heat. The M-TES in this study has a total storage capacity of 2.1 MWh, the optimization of charge/discharge time to the amount of stored/released energy and to that of energy transportation rate is presented in this paper. Contrary to logical thinking, it is shown through this work that under certain conditions, it is more cost-effective to operate at partial load of storage units albeit the increased number of transport trips and charge/discharge cycles.
To allow a better exergy exploitation than the current state-of-the-art waste heat to power solutions in the steel industry, a new type of energy recovery system based on Phase Change Materials is proposed. In particular, the use of high temperature PCMs evolves from simply smoothing off gas temperature, as in the most recent studies for energy recovery from electric arc furnaces, to generating constant superheated steam able to feed the downstream turbine nearly at nominal load. This result is achieved by introducing an auxiliary section between the PCM Section and the steam generation one, which provides the auxiliary heat needed to level the thermal content of off gas. The auxiliary heat is extracted from the PCM units by a heat transfer fluid flowing across the inner tube of each PCM container. Different models to properly size and simulate the operations of the proposed energy recovery system have been developed and integrated. Results show how the size of the steam generator and the turbine can be reduced of about 41% with respect to traditional solutions, while increasing electric power production by 22% thanks to the reduced fluctuation in steam parameters at the turbine inlet, which leads to a greater overall efficiency. (C) 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 1
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A review on waste heat recovery from exhaust in the ceramics industry

Following the energy crisis in 1980, many saving technologies have been investigated with attempts to implement them into various industries, one of them is the field of ceramic production. In order to comply with energy saving trends and environmental issues, the European ceramic industry sector has developed energy efficient systems which reduced significantly production time and costs and reduced total energy consumption. The last achievement is of great importance as the energy consumption of the ceramic process accounts for a significant percentage of the total production costs. More precisely, the firing stage consumes the highest amount of energy during the whole ceramic production process. The use of roller kilns, fired by natural gas, involves a loss of 50% of the input energy via the flue gas and the cooling gas exhausts. This review paper briefly describes the production process of the different ceramic products, with a focus on the ceramic sector in Europe. Due to the limited on waste heat recovery in the ceramic industry, other high temperature waste heat recovery applications are considered in the paper, such as in concrete and steel production, which could have a potential use in the ceramic industry. The state of the art technologies used in the ceramics industry are reviewed with a special interest in waste heat recovery from the ceramic process exhaust stacks and energy saving technologies.

Times Cited: 0
The objective of this program was to develop a novel, scalable scroll expander for conversion of waste heat to power; this was accomplished and demonstrated in both a bench-scale system as well as a full-scale system. The expander is a key component in Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) waste heat recovery systems which are used to convert medium-grade waste heat to electric power in a wide range of industries. These types of waste heat recovery systems allow for the capture of energy that would otherwise just be exhausted to the atmosphere. A scroll expander has the benefit over other technologies of having high efficiency over a broad range of operating conditions. The speed range of the TIAX expander (1,200 to 3,600 RPM) enables the shaft power output to directly drive an electric generator and produce 60 Hz electric power without incurring the equipment costs or losses of electronic power conversion. This greatly simplifies integration with the plant electric infrastructure. The TIAX scroll expander will reduce the size, cost, and complexity of a small-scale waste heat recovery system, while increasing the system efficiency compared to the prevailing ORC technologies at similar scale. During this project, TIAX demonstrated the scroll expander in a bench-scale test setup to have isentropic efficiency of 70-75% and operated it successfully for ~200 hours with minimal wear. This same expander was then installed in a complete ORC system driven by a medium grade waste heat source to generate 5-7 kW of electrical power. Due to funding constraints, TIAX was unable to complete this phase of testing, although the initial results were promising and demonstrated the potential of the technology. (United States) [TIAX LLC, Lexington, MA ]
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This paper addresses the technical and economic issues associated with waste heat recovery in data centers through the use of absorption cooling machines. The theoretical possibility of utilizing the heat dissipated by a server, or a number of servers, to power an absorption system, which in turn produces cooling for other servers in the data center, is investigated. For this purpose, a steady-state thermodynamic model is developed to perform energy balance and exergy analyses for a novel configuration of an on-chip two-phase cooling system and an absorption refrigeration system. This combination is created by replacing the condenser in the on-chip cooling circuit with the generator of an absorption refrigeration cycle. The performance of the developed model in simulating both LiBr-water and water-ammonia absorption cooling systems is examined through verification of the model results against the reference data available in the literature. The verification indicates the superiority of LiBr-water absorption system for data center/server operating conditions. Therefore, a LiBr-water absorption refrigeration system is modeled in the novel combined heat recovery system. For these systems it is shown that the traditional definition for the coefficient of performance (COP) is not appropriate to evaluate the performance and, in its place, introduce a new figure of merit. Through a sensitivity analysis, the effects of server waste heat quality, server coolant type, solution peak concentration, solution heat exchanger effectiveness, evaporator temperature, and operating pressures on the performance of the novel system are investigated. Finally, using the thermodynamic model and cost information provided by the absorption refrigeration industry, an economic analysis is carried out to calculate the payback period when this technology is used for data center waste heat recovery. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 23
Waste heat to power (WHP) is the process of capturing heat discarded by an existing process and using that heat to generate electricity. In the industrial sector, waste heat streams are generated by kilns, furnaces, ovens, turbines, engines, and other equipment. In addition to processes at industrial plants, waste heat streams suitable for WHP are generated at field locations, including landfills, compressor stations, and mining sites. Waste heat streams are also produced in the residential and commercial sectors, but compared to industrial sites these waste heat streams typically have lower temperatures and much lower volumetric flow rates. The economic feasibility for WHP declines as the temperature and flow rate decline, and most WHP technologies are therefore applied in industrial markets where waste heat stream characteristics are more favorable. This report provides an assessment of the potential market for WHP in the industrial sector in the United States.

[ICF International, Fairfax, VA]
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New ambitious targets for reduced greenhouse gas emissions and increased energy efficiency in industry and in the stationary energy sector provide incentives for industrial plants to investigate opportunities for substantially increasing recovery and use of excess heat from their operations. This work investigates the economic feasibility of recovering industrial excess heat at a Swedish chemical complex site for increased site internal heat recovery or export to a regional district heating (DH) network. The work is based on investment cost data estimated in previous work by the authors. A site-wide heat collection and distribution system based on circulating hot water was envisioned, which is also connected to a regional DH network. With the help of multiobjective optimization, the optimal heat contributions from the individual plant sites were identified that minimize the total system cost for a large range of options involving different quantities of internally recovered heat and heat export to the DH system. A payback period analysis was conducted together with a risk assessment to take into account uncertainty regarding utility steam production cost and heat sale price. The results of the study indicate that a payback period of around 3 years can be achieved for a number of cases in which 30% to 50% of the total excess heat produced by the site plants is recovered. Although it seems more profitable to recover heat at the site rather than exporting heat to the DH system only, profitability appears to be maximized by hybrid solutions that allow a share of the excess heat to be sold to the DH system and some heat to be recovered at the site simultaneously. In this work, the options of excess heat export and improved internal heat recovery at a Swedish chemical complex site are considered simultaneously. A large set of configurations of a site-wide hot water network are compared and their profitability estimated. The profitability analysis is accompanied by a risk assessment that takes into account possible variations of natural gas prices and heat sale prices.
The process chain of energy conversion from primary energy carriers to final energy use is subject to several losses. Especially in end use, vast amounts of converted energy occur as waste heat, which is often released to the environment. In terms of raising energy efficiency and reducing the energy consumption, such waste heat needs to be used. To date, some studies or investigations about industrial waste heat of selected countries have been carried out, but other sectors like commerce were not considered. Therefore, this work presents a novel top-down approach for the estimation of waste heat potential of the most common sectors of end use (transportation, industrial, commercial and residential) including electricity generation on a global scale. It also deals with the temperature distribution of this unused energy. The evaluation reveals that 72% of the global primary energy consumption is lost after conversion. In further detail, 63% of the considered waste heat streams arise at a temperature below 100 degrees C in which electricity generation has the largest share followed by transportation and industry. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 27
The development of district heating, which is part of French energy transition public policies, is promoted in particular as a way to recover waste heat that would otherwise be lost in the urban environment. The integration of these energy sources involves an important role for geographic and organisational proximity in the making of the energy provision service. Indeed, the system is based on the existence of a close and coordinated relationship between an urban energy system and activities that produce heat even though they are not linked to the energy provision service. Therefore, the situation relies on spatial and organisational coordination between traditionally separate activities. Building on work in industrial ecology and on the notions developed by the French school of proximity, this article analyses the role of proximity in urban structuring of heat networks supplied by waste heat in Marne-la-Vallée and Dunkirk in France. From this empirical analysis, it is demonstrated that, even though proximity is necessary to initiate the heat exchange, it cannot explain in itself the evolution of the network. In particular, the uncertainties that the activities are facing and local territorial dynamics play an important part in the decisions taken by the actors involved in the networked system, the latter appearing less stable in time than conventional energy networks.
The urban construction area and heating energy consumption in northern China have been increasing greatly in recent years. At the same time, a large amount of low-grade industrial waste heat is released directly to the environment in most industrial plants. To meet the district heating demands and recover the industrial waste heat simultaneously, high-efficiency centrifugal heat pumps are applied for district heating and heat recovery. A permanent-magnetic synchronous frequency-convertible (PSF) centrifugal heat pump is developed which has a much higher COP in comparison with that of conventional heat pumps. In a district heating project with waste heat recovery from industry, testing results have shown that COP of a 500RT PSF centrifugal heat pump could reach 7.1, and the total system COP of the district heating system reaches 4.8. The operating cost for one heating season is just 40.3% of gas-fired boiler heating system. The emission of Carbon Dioxide is reduced by 60.6% and 563% when compared with coal-fired boiler and gas-fired boiler heating system, respectively. This shows that application of PSF centrifugal heat pumps to recover the low-grade industrial waste heat for district heating are quite attractive in the north of China cities.

(c) 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 0
Many waste heat recovery systems in cement plants have been implemented in Asia, but few are in operation today in the Western hemisphere. Barriers here include low energy prices, high payback criteria, no regulatory requirement and little local industry experience. New drivers are emerging locally, including: increasing energy prices, improving financial instruments, carbon and water reduction requirements, and new system designs that meet utility and industry objectives. This presentation demonstrates how waste heat recovery can be combined with steam turbine mechanical drives to offset electrical energy consumption that meets utility energy efficiency incentive requirements and reduces overall project capital costs. Sensible cooling can replace evaporative cooling to reduce water consumption and ID Fan power consumption, not only from the waste heat to steam recovery but also by lowering the volumetric flowrate to achieve the same mass flowrate. Monitoring energy reduction can be used as a basis for 3rd party financing, and options for three-year payback buyouts will be discussed. Times Cited: 0
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WOS:000423249200049 Most of the energy demand in the steel industry is used for heating purposes. The recovery of residual heat contributes to significant reductions in both production costs and greenhouse gas emissions. In this paper, the design, manufacture and testing of an innovative heat recovery system based on a Flat Heat Pipe heat exchanger (FHP) is described. The FHP system consists of stainless steel heat pipes linked by a bottom header and a shell and tube top header. The thermal performance of the FHP was investigated both in the laboratory and on an industrial plant and the energy recovered and the working temperatures of the FHP are reported. A theoretical modelling tool has been built to predict the performance of the device in the laboratory. Reasonable agreement has been obtained between experimental and theoretical results. It is concluded from the results that the HIP is an innovative high efficiency technology for waste heat recovery from such industrial applications. (C) 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Times Cited: 0
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Thermoelectric Waste Heat Recovery Program for Passenger Vehicles

Gentherm began work in October 2011 to develop a Thermoelectric Waste Energy Recovery System for passenger vehicle applications. Partners in this program were BMW and Tenneco. Tenneco, in the role of TIER 1 supplier, developed the system-level packaging of the thermoelectric power generator. As the OEM, BMW Group demonstrated the TEG system in their vehicle in the final program phase. Gentherm demonstrated the performance of the TEG in medium duty and heavy duty vehicles. Technology developed and demonstrated in this program showed potential to reduce fuel consumption in medium and heavy duty vehicles. In light duty vehicles it showed more modest potential. (United States)

http://www.osti.gov/scitech/servlets/purl/1337561
Fuel prices and tightening emission standards have challenged the dominance of internal combustion engines. As a response to this changed business context, the automotive industry has shown active interest in waste heat recovery technologies, which have seen rapid development in recent years. This paper uses a literature review and patent landscape analysis to study key emerging technologies in the field, namely, thermoelectric generators, and Rankine cycle and organic Rankine cycle systems. The state-of-the-art review highlights the challenges, advantages and future prospects of the selected technologies. The patent analysis reveals the leading countries, principal technological development indicators and most important actors active in the field. The results indicate a growing trend of patenting in all selected technologies. The United States and Japan are by far the most dominant countries in the waste heat recovery area, although their relative share of patent applications is declining. By applying a patent landscape approach, the study offers a quantitative perspective on current developments in waste heat recovery technology, provides indicators of future trends, and contributes to debate about technological competition in the automotive industry. Based on the conducted analyses, thermoelectric generators seems to be the most developed of the alternatives and closest to commercial application. Rankine cycle-based technologies, although less well developed, potentially offer greater environmental gains and better efficiency than thermoelectric generators. The study provides valuable information for stake-holders interested in waste heat recovery technologies and gives policymakers perspectives regarding different technological options in development of cleaner engine solutions. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
The integration of renewable heat sources and industrial waste heat in urban district heating (DH) networks is essential for a sustainable and low-carbon heat supply and therefore a key element for a future prove energy system. Achieving this integration requires the investigation of different technical and infrastructural options, as well as economic analyses for improved implementation. In the city of Linz (Austria), the existing industry exhibits significant unused waste heat potentials which could be integrated into the existing urban DH system, however, a seasonal storage is required due to the competition with an existing waste incineration plant. This paper shows, that a strategic operation of the seasonal storage could increase the number of charging cycles and thereby increase significantly the revenues of the system. This is mainly due to the combined utilization of the storage in a seasonal approach to shift the waste heat from summer to the winter period and as a short term buffer. Thus, the profits from actively participating on the electricity market with the existing combined heat and power (CHP) plants are increased. (C) 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Koefinger, M. Schmidt, R. R. Basciotti, D. Terreros, O. Baldvinsson, I. Mayrhofer, J. Moser, S. Tichler, R. Pauli, H. 3rd International Conference on Smart Energy Systems and 4th Generation District Heating (SES4DH) Sep 12-13, 2017 Copenhagen, DENMARK 1873-6785 <Go to ISI>://WOS:000442973300099
In a consortium with SIJ (Slovenian Steel Group), Metal Rayne, the local community of Ravne na Koroskem and the public research Institut Jozef Stefan, with its registered office in Slovenia, Petrol Energetika, d.o.o. set up a technical and technological platform of an innovative energy case for a transition of steel industry into circular economy with a complete energy solution called Utilization of Waste Heat from Metallurgical Processes for District heating of Ravne na Koroskem. This is the first such project designed for a useful utilization of waste heat in steel industry which uses modern technology and innovative system solutions for an integration of a smart, efficient and sustainable heating and cooling system and which shows a growth potential. This will allow the industry and cities to make energy savings, to improve the quality of air and to increase the benefits for the society we live in. On the basis of circular economy, we designed a target-oriented co-operation of economy, local community and public research institute to produce new business models where end consumers are put into the centre. This innovation opens the door for steel industry and local community to a joint aim that is a transition into efficient low-carbon energy systems which are based on involvement of natural local conditions, renewable energy sources, the use of waste heat and with respect for the principles of sustainable development.
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Industry releases vast amounts of heat energy as dissipative waste heat to the atmosphere. It is therefore necessary to acquire a better understanding of the waste heat potentials in manufacturing. The paper presents an integrated approach for identifying and quantifying waste heat potentials of different production processes. The identification is based on an estimation procedure followed by a simulative assessment of production processes to quantify and allocate waste heat over time. The approach further elaborates on a potential source and demand matching of heat streams. A case study from the automotive industry demonstrates the applicability of the approach. (C) 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Times Cited: 0
The rising cost of energy, combined with increasingly stringent legislation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is driving the UK process industries towards increasing energy efficiency. Significant gains can be made in this sector by recovering low-grade waste heat as up to 14 TWh per annum (4% of total energy use) of the UK process industries' energy consumption is lost as recoverable waste heat. Substantial recovery of this would have economic benefits of the order of 100s of million/year and environmental benefits of 100s of thousands of tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent per year. A similar situation is envisaged in other industrialised countries. This paper describes the development of a knowledge-based system for the selection and preliminary design of equipment for low-grade waste heat recovery in the process industries. The system processes commonly available plant data to select the most appropriate technology for waste heat recovery from a range of programmed options. Case-study testing shows that the system can successfully select and design viable solutions for waste heat recovery from a range of options, producing designs which are economically, environmentally and technically feasible. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
The organic Rankine cycle (ORC) is commonly accepted as a viable technology to convert low temperature heat into electricity. Furthermore, ORCs are designed for unmanned operation with little maintenance. Because of these excellent characteristics, several ORC waste heat recovery plants are already in operation. Although the basic ORC is gradually adopted into industry, the need of increased cost-effectiveness persists. Therefore, a next logical step is the development of new ORC architectures. Even though there has been a strong renaissance towards ORC research in the last decade, ORC architectures have received relatively little attention. Several barriers can be listed. First, there is the difficulty in assessing the additional complexity of the system. While several advanced cycle designs appear promising from a thermodynamic viewpoint, it is not clear that these represent viable economic solutions. Secondly, there is a lack of experimental data from open literature. Additionally, there is the challenge of coping with various boundary conditions from literature, which makes an objective comparison difficult. In this article an overview is presented of ORC architectures. The performance evaluation criteria and boundary conditions are clearly stated. As well, an overview of the available experimental data is given. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Many industrial processes inevitably produce excess heat as by-product. Recovering this heat is a matter of waste management and provides opportunities to improve the energy use efficiency. The excess heat can be used for heating purposes (e.g., in processes, or delivered to district heating systems or buildings) or to generate electricity. An increasingly applied technology for industrial excess heat recovery is the organic Rankine cycle (ORC), suitable to recover low-grade heat from 90°C onwards. Although ORCs are studied intensively, few studies have examined the economics of commissioned ORC systems. This paper investigates a 375kW gross ORC system employed for flue gas heat recovery from an industrial kiln in Flanders, Belgium. The purpose of the study is twofold: providing insight into a practical ORC case; and evaluating the financial feasibility while taking the specific policy circumstances into account. The financial appraisal takes account of the specific technical setup, the diverse costs of the system, the external economic parameters, and the policy circumstances in Europe, Belgium and Flanders. A sensitivity analysis illustrates the influence of each parameter on the results. The analysis demonstrates the dominance of the investment costs ($4217€2013/kW gross) in the expenses. Under the valid conditions the investment has a positive financial return, but the financial support from the government is indispensable. Finally, the sensitivity analysis reveals the importance of attaining sufficient load hours and the influence of electricity prices on the financial feasibility of ORC projects. The results suggest that ORC systems are suitable for industrial excess heat electricity production under certain conditions, but financial support remains necessary. Reducing the investment costs of the ORC itself could alleviate these conditions.
District heating, Industrial surplus heat, Heat recovery, Steel plant

Abstract In China, district heating systems are facing a dilemma between rapid growth in demand owing to urbanization and environmental problems related to coal-fired boilers. The utilization of industrial surplus heat has great potential on improving the power of heating systems and reducing coal consumption of boilers. However, few industrial systems are constructed under the consideration of district heating. Some features of the surplus heat, such as the position, grade, and production schedule, are significantly different to traditional heat sources. To recover the surplus heat, retrofits of district heating systems are necessary. In this paper, according to the current situations and the future developments, a scheme is proposed to integrate the surplus heat of two steel plants into a large-scale district heating network. Three sources of surplus heat are involved: slag-flushing water, cooling water, and low-pressure steam. The scheme has been partly applied in a corresponding demonstration project. The actual performance proves the feasibility of the integrated system and implies significant benefits in terms of economic cost, CO2 emission and pollutant emissions. Furthermore, the potential to extend the scheme in Northern China is also evaluated.

Y. Li, J. Xia, Y. Su and Y. Jiang 2017 Systematic optimization for the utilization of low-temperature industrial excess heat for district heating Energy 144 984 - 991

Abstract Because of extensive heat shortage and serious air pollution, industrial excess heat (IEH) has attracted much attention in the district heating (DH) markets of Northern China, as it has great potential for recycling and satisfying the large demand. Most of the available IEH is released at low temperature by steel plants, chemical plants, etc., which are located far away from the heat users. The energy consumption and pipe investment for heat transportation should be optimized to improve the comprehensive efficiency. This study will use systematic models to make optimization to primary-network temperatures and corresponding connecting forms. Several suggestions will be proposed to help improving the energy efficiency. Furthermore, based on a real case study, two new schemes are proposed and compared with the existing scheme. The connecting form of the optimized scheme is different to conventional heat pump systems using sources such as sewage and ambient water. The rated COP is estimated to be 6.16, and the annual electricity consumption is 40.78 kWh/GJ. The system has significant advantages in terms of energy savings and reductions in pollution emissions in comparison to conventional source systems, implying that it can be worth exploiting IEH even at low temperatures and long distances.

Purpose Responding to natural resource depletion and carbon dioxide (CO2) emission problems, and also the stricter government's energy regulations, the purpose of this paper is to develop a sustainable waste heat recovery optimal-profit-oriented management model especially targeting on the easily forgotten low- and medium-temperature waste heat in the industry. In the paper, a system is constructed to facilitate converting the low- and medium-grade waste heat in factories into electricity, and yields optimal profit. Design/methodology/approach This paper integrates an efficient Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) system from both sustainable energy reservation and cost effectiveness approaches with an optimization model that adopts particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to determine proper installation locations and feasible generator sets. The system is constructed to facilitate converting the low- and medium-grade waste heat in factories into electricity, and yields optimal profit. The model considers the environmental factors: temperature, heat amount, equipment configuration of the number of ORC sets, and detailed investment cost constraints. Findings The results show that annual investment return rate, annual increase in electricity, power generation efficiency, and annual CO2 emission reduction are all highly improved, and investment recovery period is shortened. Also, the larger scale of the waste heat emission, the better the performance is achieved. Finally, the study also completes a sensitivity test under dynamic conditions of electricity price, generator sales price and factory budget constraints, and the results are consistently robust. Morevaluably, this paper demonstrates applications on two different manufacturing industries with various waste heat emission scales to prove the accountability. Originality/value The main contributions are in three aspects. First, it proves that applying PSO to a nonlinear mathematical model can help determine the optimal number and style configuration of generators for waste heat sources. Second, different from the prior research works focusing on power generation, this paper also deliberates the cost factors, cost of generators, costs of numerous peripheral components and future maintenance costs to ensure the factories not conflict with the financial limitations. Third, it is not only successfully applied in two industries with different scales, but also robust with various economic tests, electricity price change, generator sales price change, and investment budget adjustments. Times Cited: 0 Lin, Chun-Wei R. Parng, Yuh-Jiuan Melody Chen, Yu-Lin 0 1758-5783 <Go to ISI>:://WOS:000426531500002
Large potential exists in recovering waste heat from paper industry processes and machinery. If the overall energy efficiency would be increased, it could lead to significant fuel savings and greenhouse gas emission reduction. The organic Rankine cycle (ORC) system is a very strong candidate for converting low-grade waste heat into power. However, there is a lot of water vapor containing latent heat in the exhaust gases from the drying process in the paper industry. Thus, the aim of this research work is to increase the efficiency of the ORC system by recovering not only the sensible heat but also the latent heat from the exhaust gases in the paper drying process. In order to recover the latent heat from the moist exhaust gases, one idea of this article is to introduce a direct contact condensing unit into the ORC system. The performance of ORC system with the direct contact condensing unit was analyzed by using the CHEMCAD software. A case study was conducted based on data of the exhaust gases from a tissue production / drying machine. Latent heat will be recovered when the evaporating temperature of the ORC working fluid is lower than the dew point of the water vapor in the exhaust gases. The results showed that the available heat load was increased when the evaporating temperature was reduced. Furthermore, a performance comparison of the ORC systems with and without the direct contact condensing unit was carried out in the case study as well. The results showed that the ORC system with the direct contact condensing unit not only could recover latent heat from the water vapor in the exhaust gases but also could have a small size and small volume evaporator in the ORC system.

doi: 10.1115/IMECE2017-71326
http://dx.doi.org/10.1115/IMECE2017-71326
With the increasingly tense energy situation, energy saving and emission reduction has become an important issue in the current industrial sector. China's industrial waste heat resources are abundant, but the utilization rate of waste heat is low. This paper summarizes the present situation of industrial waste heat utilization resources, and discusses the development of industrial waste heat utilization technology. Corresponding to different industries, this paper focuses on the analysis of several waste heat utilization.
Waste heat recovery and utilization represents a missed opportunity to reduce China's total energy use, decrease carbon dioxide emissions, and improve air quality. Currently, China does not have a standardized or transparent methodology to quantify the waste heat potential in the industrial sector, which accounts for more than two thirds of China's primary energy consumption. This paper presents the results of thermal energy modeling to quantify the technical maximum waste heat potential in three energy-intensive industrial sectors: cement, iron and steel, and glass. In addition, this paper identifies the practical potential for producing electricity from waste heat in these sectors. The analysis finds that the glass sector has the highest waste heat to power generation potential per unit of production basis among the studied sectors. This paper provides key principles for managing waste heat in the industrial sector and key sector characteristics for implementing waste heat to power generation technologies. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 14
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This study analyzed the theoretical maximum potential and practical potential of waste heat in the cement, iron, and steel, and glass sectors in China, based on thermal energy modeling, expert interviews, and literature reviews. (LBNL) (United States)

http://www.osti.gov/scitech/servlets/purl/1236444
Low-grade industrial waste heat has drawn great attention in China. A new regulation concerning low-grade industrial waste heat (IWH) use has been issued by the NDRC (National Development and Reform Commission) and the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development. Among the four major tasks mentioned, the most important is investigating IWH. However, there is little official data on the amount of waste heat in China. This paper presents a three-level method of IWH investigation. Meanwhile, the information needed at each level is summed up and heating area in northern China is taken as a case. A series of means are adopted, such as official statistics analysis, literature investigation, field test and so on. Results reveal the drastic situation of energy waste, and the great potential for energy conservation through the use of IWH. Approximately, 100 Mtce (2.93 EJ) potential of waste heat in industry can be recovered during heating season in whole northern China with 3.04 billion m$^3$ of water saving. Questionnaire inquiry covers 11 cities in Hebei, a typical industrial province. The feasibility and benefit of waste heat to district heating (DH) were verified in a case in Qianxi county. But usually waste heat doesn't distribute according to residential heat demand, as details are necessary when we regard it as potential heat source in any level. Moreover, it is recommended that policy makers should attach importance to data statistics, technology evaluation and stimulating market mechanism for proposed aim on waste heat.
South Africa heavily depends on its vast quantities of cheap coal resources to fire its power stations. These power stations supply electricity to a large industrial sector made up of oil refineries, mines, smelters, mills (paper, food, textile), motor, and various farming and manufacturing industries. The increasing number of consumers has lead to a high demand on the electricity grid unfortunately this has resulted in the electricity utility implementing load-shedding during peak consumption periods. An increase in electricity generation would result in an increase of CO2 emissions by coal fired power stations supplying its national grid. The current energy drive by the government is to promote renewable energy in the industrial sector while reducing greenhouse gases (GHG) in the process. South Africa is blessed with an abundant supply of renewable energy such as solar and wind, while modern technologies such as thermoelectricity is being introduced as a viable renewable alternative. Most industries emit waste heat during their processes. This energy can be recovered and reused. This paper identifies potential sources of wasted heat and also proposes a simple thermo-electric device to convert the heat energy into electricity. Times Cited: 0
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An Integrated Supply Chain Model with Excess Heat Recovery
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Innovative Organic Rankine arrangements for Water Savings in Waste Heat Recovery Applications

MAZZONI2017361 ORC, Water Saving, Waste Heat Recovery Abstract Water is a natural resource of vital importance in the Singaporean context because of its high cost and scarcity. Indeed, 430mil gallons a day are consumed by the Singapore end-users, 45% domestic and 55% industry, with the latter expected to increase in the years to come by more than 60%. A significant amount of water is used for cooling towers which, in a hot and humid environment like that of the South-East Asian countries, have to operate extremely hard to reject heat from waste heat sources. While economics often limits the feasibility of low temperature Waste Heat Recovery (WHR) (40°C – 200°C), the large amount of waste heat available represents a huge opportunity for energy savings; indeed, the gaps remain such as maximise energy output, cooling loop in the condenser, smaller and compact size waste heat recovery systems, stabilising waste heat source and quality of waste heat. One valid alternative to reduce the cooling load in cooling towers (i.e. less water consumption) is represented by Organic Rankine Cycles (ORCs), which are mainly used to maximize the electricity output from a waste heat source. The operating principle of ORCs is the same as that of steam power plants and the main advantages of ORCs are simple and compact system structure and widely used heat sources and availability in recovering low temperature heat energy. In small scale, ORCs have not been commercialised due to techno-economic factors (i.e. low efficiency and payback period) and therefore there is a significant drive to find suitable solutions for electric power output between 10kWe and 100kWe. The paper deals with the development of key enabling components for small ORCs systems aimed to minimize water consumption from cooling towers by means of innovative ORC plant arrangements based on Turbo-Expander (TE) pumping system and internal regeneration processes. By means of this novel arrangement, improvement in global ORC performance are observed, reducing at the same time the cooling load at the condenser. The plant arrangement is described into details and results for different low temperatures WHR are presented, highlighting the benefit in terms of m3 of saved water when Toluene and R245FA Working Fluid (WF) are adopted. 

Leveraging Energy Technologies and Policy Options for Low Carbon Cities

In accordance to the current worldwide trend of reducing CO2 emissions and to make the industry more competitive incrementing its efficiency, some countries are starting to quantify their quantity of Industrial Waste Heat. In fact, to be able to recover and reuse this waste heat from industrial processes as a source for other processes or activities, the availability of reliable data of the Industrial Waste Heat potential found in a region is a key point. For that, after an exhaustive literature research, this article shows Industrial Waste Heat data from 33 countries and 6 subregions of different countries. Their feasibility is assessed in the discussion part as it is expected and shown in most of the cases that the amount of Industrial Waste Heat is proportional to some parameters regarding the country and its industry like: the Energy Consumed by the Country, the Energy Consumed by the Industry and the amount of Industrial Waste Heat Intensive Industry in the country. Country scale has been chosen and it is shown that at other scales these parameters are not always available. Nevertheless, some of the studied cases found show data not fitting into this pattern (approximately 1/6 of the data found). That can be explained taking into account that in most of the studies the methodology to account the quantity of Industrial Waste Heat is not explained. Factors like the reference year of the data, the boundaries of the analysis, the type of waste heat considered, etc. affect to the report of quantity of Industrial Waste Heat. Therefore, the authors provide a set of parameters and recommend checking these in order to confirm the reliability of data referring to Industrial Waste Heat quantities. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 16
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In the current European energy context, the use of recovered industrial waste heat provides an attractive opportunity to substitute primary energy consumption by a low-emission and low-cost energy carrier. In the case of industrial waste heat, this potential is currently not only largely untapped, but also unaccounted for. In order to achieve a widespread use of recovered industrial waste heat, assessments with a large scope and high spatial resolution are needed. Three methods published in the period 2002-2010 have been found in the literature, which are potentially transferable to other regions. These three methods are based on either the energy consumption of each manufacturing sector or the individual site CO2 emissions. The scope of this analysis is, first, to investigate in how far a transfer of the figures to different countries or regions is sensible in comparison to former studies in the literature. In the process, some uncertainties when transferring methods were identified (different definitions of industry, different standard industrial activities classifications or no standard at all, etc.). The second goal is, once the methodology is accepted, to apply it to a case study, in this case the industrial sector in Spain and two of its counties (Catalonia and the Basque Country) for the years 2001, 2009, 2010 and 2013. In this period, and based on the different approaches employed, the Spanish annual industrial waste heat potential ranges from 54.3 to 151.1 PJ, Catalonia from 8.6 to 29.7 PJ, and from 7.2 to 11.9 PJ for the Basque Country. The methods are considered highly transferable but uncertainties inevitably arise in the case that the source and destination industrial sectors are very different. (C) 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 5
Industrial activities have a huge potential for waste heat recovery. In spite of its high potential, industrial waste heat (IWH) is currently underutilized. This may be due, on one hand, to the technical and economic difficulties in applying conventional heat recovery methods and, on the other, the temporary or geographical mismatch between the energy released and its heat demand. Thermal energy storage (TES) is a technology which can solve the existing mismatch by recovering the IWH and storing it for a later use. Moreover, the use of recovered IWH leads to a decrease of CO2 emissions and to economic and energy savings. Depending on the distance between the IWH source and the heat demand, TES systems can be placed on-site or the IWH can be transported by means of mobile TES systems, to an off-site heat demand. Around 50 industry case studies, in which both on-site and off-site recovery systems are considered are here reviewed and discussed taking into account the characteristics of the heat source, the heat, the TES system, and the economic, environmental and energy savings. Besides, the trends and the maturity of the cases reviewed have been considered. On-site TES systems in the basic metals manufacturing are the technology and industrial sector which has focused the most attention among the researchers, respectively. Moreover, water (or steam), erythritol and zeolite are the TES materials used in most industries and space comfort and electricity generation are the most recurrent applications. (C) 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 32
Industrial waste heat (IWH) is a key strategy to improve energy efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions in the industry. But its potential for different countries remains unclear due to a non-existent or inconsistent data basis. The objective of this paper is to assess the IWH potential of the European non-metallic mineral industry, using databases which comprise CO2 emissions of more than 400 industrial sites as well as country- and sector-specific parameters. This sector is selected because of its homogenous nature, meaning that most sites carry out similar or the same processes, which facilitates site-level modelling with subsector-level assumptions. The bottom-up approach is employed to derive the IWH potential for this industry over the period 2007-2012. Average results in this period show an IWH potential per site of 0.33 PJ/a and a potential for the whole sector of 134 PJ/a. The countries with the largest IWH potentials are Germany, Italy, France and Spain with yearly average potentials of 23, 19, 17 and 16 PJ, respectively. The subsector with the most IWH potential is cement. Further work should focus on the improvement of methodologies to assess the IWH potential, in particular through a techno-economic assessment of links between IWH sources and potential sinks.
Industrial waste heat is primarily available in summer months while district heating demand is greater in winter months. In order to shift heat potentials from summer to winter and thereby make the feed-in of industrial waste heat economically more attractive, the paper explores the use of waste heat with large-scale (seasonal) heat storage. This paper focuses on the case study of the industrial city of Linz (Austria), and demonstrates the advantages and disadvantages of seasonal heat storage. The interaction between the storage system with optimal cogeneration plant dispatch and industrial waste heat integration is explained. Furthermore, the most important parameters of the heat storage in order to achieve economic feasibility are highlighted. One main finding is that the number of annual cycles is crucial for a seasonal heat storage. The amortization period is computed to be about 20 years, and is shown to be extremely sensitive to changes in electricity, gas and CO2 prices. (C) 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Moser, Simon Mayrhofer, Julia Schmidt, Ralf-Roman Tichler, Robert
Improving the energy efficiency of industrial processes and the facilities in which they are carried out is often considered to be one of the most promising ways to begin reducing global greenhouse gas emissions. One of the best ways for organizations to reduce their energy consumption without having to carry out extensive equipment and facility overhauls is waste heat recovery or energy recycling. Waste heat recovery involves tapping into previously discarded thermal energy streams and reusing it for various purposes within a facility (space heating or cooling) or within the process itself (pre-heating air and boiler makeup water). Despite the numerous social and economic benefits that are available through waste heat recovery, several economic and technical barriers still exist to its wide-scale implementation. This paper provides an overview of the current state of waste heat recovery systems available in industry, offers a discussion of the major barriers to their wide-spread implementation, and lastly concludes with new data with several new case studies from Canadian manufacturers which have successfully harnessed waste heat within their facilities.
A novel screening framework for waste heat utilization technologies

Waste heat exploitation improves the energy efficiency of process sites, ensuring lower costs and lower CO2 emissions. Technologies such as organic Rankine cycles, absorption chillers, mechanical heat pumps, absorption heat transformers and absorption heat pumps exist to utilize waste heat. Though these technologies make waste heat re-use technically feasible, selection of technologies based on different heat source temperatures still needs to be addressed. In this work, a novel screening approach is proposed to compare technologies considering the waste heat source quality. A methodology is also presented to select technologies for a process site based on the screening results. Since multiple energy form interactions occur, the screening criterion considers the deviation of the actual performance from the ideal performance of technology options, taking into account irreversibilities as a result of finite temperature heat transfer. The tool is applied to screen and select technologies for waste heat sources below 265 degrees C. Results identify the temperature ranges where technologies have minimum exergy degradation. The framework systematically matches heat source temperatures with technology options compared to a trial and error approach. The framework was applied to an industrial case study to recover 45,660 kW of useful energy from the available waste heat. (C) 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 0
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This paper presents a ranking criterion for evaluating opportunities that utilize recovered energy from the available waste heat in process sites. The ranking criterion takes into account the energy performance of waste heat recovery technologies associated with each opportunity, their potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (namely CO2) and the economics (costs and benefits). Mathematical modelling of the opportunities using the ranking criterion is developed to allow for systematic evaluation of opportunities, for example within an optimization framework. A methodology using the ranking criterion to design site waste heat recovery systems is also proposed. The methodology is applied to a case study of a petroleum refinery. Hierarchy and performance of waste heat utilization opportunities depends on the temperature of the heat available, amongst other factors. The site operating cost and CO2 emissions reduce by 26% and 18% respectively when opportunities to use the recovered energy from waste heat within and outside the process site boundaries are explored. Sensitivity of the ranking to energy prices is studied, to explore the outlook for waste heat utilization in the future. The methodology can be applied to the process industries and other facilities producing waste heat. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 7
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The need for high efficiency energy systems is of vital importance, due to depleting reserves of fossil fuels and increasing environmental problems. Industrial operations commonly feature the problem of rejecting large quantities of low-grade waste heat to the environment. The aim of this work is to develop methods for the conceptual screening and incorporation of low-temperature heat upgrading technologies in process sites. The screening process involves determination of the best technology to upgrade waste heat in process sites, and the combination of waste heat source and sink temperatures for a technology. Novel simplified models of mechanical heat pumps, absorption heat pumps and absorption heat transformers are proposed to support this analysis. These models predict the ratio of the real performance to the ideal performance in a more accurate way, than previous simplified models, taking into account the effect of changing operating temperatures, working fluids non-ideal behaviour and the system component inefficiencies. A novel, systems-oriented criterion is also proposed for conceptual screening and selection of heat pumps in process sites. The criterion (i.e. the primary fuel recovery ratio) measures the savings in primary fuel from heat upgraded, taking into account power required to drive mechanical heat pumps and missed opportunities for steam generation when absorption systems are used. A graphical based methodology is also developed for applying the PRR in process sites and applied to a medium scale petroleum refinery. Results show that applying the PRR yields 9.2% additional savings in primary fuel compared to using the coefficient of performance to screen and incorporate heat pumps. (C) 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 10
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A vast amount of waste heat is produced in urban areas from a range of local sources such as metros, large buildings and urban waste. Data centres are another rapidly growing sector generating heat that could potentially be recovered and reused for heating and cooling. The integration of heat reuse solutions in the data centre industry will decrease the operational expenses by reducing the cooling demand and will create new business models by selling the excess heat to nearby heat demand applications. On one hand, the manuscript demonstrates how liquid cooled data centres can reduce the overall data centre consumption up to 30% in comparison with state-of-the-art air cooled data centres. On the other hand, the liquid cooling configuration of on-chip servers is evaluated numerically for a case study of an indoor swimming pool. For the best favourable solution, the data centre operator reduces its operational expenses and generates additional incomes by selling the excess heat, achieving a net present value after 15 years of 330,000 (sic). Moreover, the indoor swimming pool operator reduces its operational expenses 18%. Finally, the results of the case study are extrapolated to study the impact of heat reuse usage in Barcelona.
This article combines the theoretical field of Industrial Symbiosis (IS) with a business model perspective to increase the knowledge about drivers and barriers behind the emergence of excess heat supply collaborations between district heating companies and industrial firms. The increased knowledge is gained by identifying and examining drivers and barriers associated with collaborative efforts to funnel excess heat produced by industrial firms into district heating grids in Sweden. An increased recovery of excess heat has the potential to reduce the primary energy demands of district heating systems. This study examines both existing and potential developments of industrial collaborations of excess heat-based district heating systems. The focus of the study consists of two Swedish cases of existing collaboration between district heating companies and pulp and paper industries as well as 16 industrial firms that all produce unused excess heat as a by-product. Confirming earlier research results, this study shows that financial issues are both the main drivers and the main barriers behind the emergence and development of inter-organisational collaborations. In addition, this study confirms earlier research that found the trust, joint problem solving, and fine-grained information transfer are important elements of successful collaboration. This study complements and clarifies these three features by including honesty and shared visions on common goals as important qualities needed for well-functioning collaborations. Combining the IS and the business model perspective has made it possible to examine more factors related to collaboration. The business model perspective has contributed with knowledge about central components of the business agreement between the collaborating parties, and the IS-perspective has contributed knowledge of the important organisational factors behind the emergence and development of long-term sustainable business agreements between firms. (C) 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. Paivarinne, Sofia Hjelm, Olof Gustafsson, Sara
In order to significantly lower the environmental impact from human activities, numerous efforts and approaches related to the transformation of human activities have developed during the last decades. Examples of such efforts are policies and strategies at different levels, some with a top-down approach focusing on extensive institutional changes, and some with a bottom-up approach focusing on industrial actors and industry-led activities. One essential aspect of these efforts concerns the energy used producing the products and services provided within our society. This includes, for example, improved efficiency of processes in order to minimise the amount of energy used, or optimisation of efficiency by using energy with the lowest possible exergy value. It can also be about re-use of energy, which is the focus of this thesis. Heat, which is the main by-product of all energy systems, can be utilised for heating purposes to lower the primary energy demand for heating. Increased utilisation of excess heat, however, requires collaboration between normally unrelated actors, those with a supply of and those demanding excess heat.

In Sweden, which is a Northern European country with high demand for heat, the tradition of large energy-intensive manufacturing industries generating large amounts of excess heat, in combination with well-established district heating distribution systems, constitute good conditions for excess heat utilisation. Despite the fact that Sweden is among the world leaders in utilising excess heat, there is however, still a large unutilised potential.

From this background, the objective of this thesis is to identify challenges behind excess heat utilisation for heating purposes, and to propose practical suggestions to facilitate expanded excess heat utilisation. The overall objective is analysed with a focus on drivers and barriers behind interorganisational collaborations on excess heat utilisation, important components of interorganisational business models and how the technical conditions regarding supply and demand could be facilitated by strategic municipal spatial planning processes. The research is largely based on interviews conducted with societal actors with different perspectives on excess heat utilisation; energy companies, industries generating high-grade excess heat, facilities generating low-grade excess heat, facilities demanding low-grade excess heat, experts of utilisation of low-grade excess heat, branch organisations, municipal spatial planners, energy- and climate advisors, and developers. Document studies have been conducted in order to collect case specific knowledge. The research questions are explored based on literature studies on the principles of industrial symbiosis, business model perspective and strategic planning. Further, they are examined in a Swedish context.

It is concluded that the three perspectives complement each other by providing a system perspective on increased
utilisation of excess heat as they seek to contribute both environmental and financial benefits at both a company and societal level. In order to facilitate further utilisation of excess heat it is important to focus on the organisational factors of humility, honesty, transparency, trust, fine-grained information transfer, joint problem solving, and shared visions of common goals, which are important conditions behind development of functional and long-term durable collaborations. Business models for collaboration could contribute to the creation of these organisationally important conditions. Such business models could also provide knowledge on how to create and capture joint values. For some collaborations involving actors lacking the technical knowledge related to the capturing and distribution of excess heat, a third-party providing services related to the technical knowledge required could be beneficial. Collaborations in which one of the actors consists of an energy company often entail the technical knowledge required. This implies that different collaborations involving different types of actors and under different prevailing financial, technical and organisational conditions require customised and flexible business solutions. Local authorities could, through their overall function, initiate interorganisational collaborations on excess heat within the framework of municipal spatial planning. The results do however show that the investigated planning processes could develop more extensive stakeholder participation to include further societal actors related to excess heat. More extensive stakeholder participation, have the potential to initiate new development of collaborations on excess heat between normally unrelated actors, both with and without involvements of third-party knowledge brokers. A broader participation is also expected to result in increased knowledge on how to plan to further facilitate the condition of excess heat utilisation.
Industrial processes are currently responsible for almost 26% of European primary energy consumptions (275 Mtoe/yr). Furthermore, most of the energy sources that drive the industrial sector are fossil fuel based. Every industrial process is characterised by a multitude of waste heat streams at different temperature levels whose recovery would undoubtedly contribute to the enhancement of the sustainability of the industrial sites and their products. Waste heat recovery systems can offer significant energy savings and substantial greenhouse gas emission reductions. For the latter to materialise technological improvements and innovations aimed at improving the energy efficiency of heat recovery equipment and reducing installation costs should take place. This paper outlines the opportunities and the potential for industrial heat recovery in the European Union by identifying and quantifying primary energy consumption in the major industrial sectors and their related waste streams and temperature levels. Through a systematic analysis considering waste heat and Carnot's potential estimation, detailed results are given for all industrial sectors, temperature ranges and EU countries. The 'big picture' is rather promising with regards to the estimated total waste heat potential. (C) 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Times Cited: 1
At present food production depends almost exclusively on direct use of stored energy sources, may perhaps they be nuclear-, petroleum-, or biobased. Arable land, artificial fertilizers, and fresh water resources are the base for our present food systems, but are limited. At the same time, energy resources in the form of waste heat are available in ample quantities. The European Spallation Source (ESS) will require approximately 270 GWh of power per year to operate, power that ultimately is converted to heat. This multidisciplinary case study details an alternative food production cooling chain, using low-grade surplus heat, and involving fermentation, aquaculture, nutrient recapture, and greenhouse horticulture including both use of low-grade surplus heat and recycling of society's organic waste that is converted to animal feed and fertilizer. The study indicates that by combining the use of surplus energy with harvest of society's organic side flows, for example, food waste and aquatic-based cash crops, sustainable food systems are possible at a level of significance also for global food security. The effects of the proposed heat reuse model are discussed in a system perspective and in the context of the UNSCD indicator framework. The potential sustainability benefits of such an effort are shown to be substantial and multifaceted.
Primary energy use in Sweden today can to a large extent be traced to manufacturing industries. In parallel, improved energy efficiency is a goal set out by Swedish authorities and the EU. One way to improve efficiency in the industry is to harvest the excess energy in form of heat that is currently going to waste in the various processes. This thesis has investigated the feasibility of employing a mobile thermal energy storage (M-TES), developed at KTH, as a method of transporting excess heat from a steel plant in Sandviken to a local hotel and conference centre. The M-TES performance had previously been determined on a small scale prototype, and the effects on performance and cost of up-scaling the M-TES for real use was studied theoretically. An estimation of the cost for up scaling the M-TES from its current laboratory scale to the intended large scale was obtained. The study concludes that the construction cost can be affected mainly by two parameters: the number of tubes and tube diameter inside the M-TES. Changes to the performance parameters of the M-TES, caused by varying these parameters, were investigated using theoretical correlations. It was found that performance of the M-TES can drastically change with changes to the design parameters. The exact changes in construction costs were not obtained, however, a cost effective design uses as few tubes as possible, meaning the tube diameter has to be increased. Using the theoretically based performance values, an M-TES operation was mapped towards two scenarios: one scenario where a greenhouse is supplied with heat, with comparatively low heating demand to the other scenario, where the greenhouse and hotel are both supplied. In the hotel-scenario, the M-TES complements the boiler that is already in place and provides heat for the hotel today. It was found that increased heating demand and number of heat deliveries significantly improved the economic performance of the M-TES system. The levelized cost of transported energy (LCOTE) was used as parameter for measuring this performance and LCOTE:s of 470 and 1380 SEK per MWh were found in the high and low demand scenarios, respectively. A sensitivity analysis showed that the M-TES itself is among the most influential parameters on the LCOTE, while also being deemed as the most uncertain in terms of cost and performance. It is recommended for future work that the M-TES is investigated extensively with regard to design choice, performance and costs.
A significant portion of the consumed energy by the industrial sector is rejected as waste heat in the medium temperature range. Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) are a valuable technology to recover the available waste heat at medium temperatures, and produce electricity or combined heat and power (CHP). A trade-off has to be found between the reduced environmental impact of an industrial site and investment costs for waste heat recovery (WHR). Very challenging for the WHR are the large fluctuations in temperature and/or mass flow rate. In the present work, the economic feasibility of industrial WHR with ORC is analyzed for different applications, with and without heat storage: hot air from clinker cooling (fluctuating heat source temperature), exhaust gas from rolling mill reheating furnace (fluctuating heat source mass flow rate) and a case of exhaust gas from electric arc furnace (both fluctuating heat source temperature and mass flow rate). The different configurations are developed and simulated by combining MATLAB (R) and EBSILON (R) Professional. A latent heat buffer with LiNO3 appeared to be the best option for WHR from cement clinker cooling. In case of rolling mill reheating furnace, a design for the minimum mass flow rate and bypass of any exceeding fluctuation appeared the most economical solution, whereas the best environmental performance was achieved for lower bypass of the heat source. In case of electric arc furnace, the best economic solution appeared to be without storage, even though the latent buffer could guarantee the highest CO2-savings. The described design and analysis method should help investors, designers and decision makers take better choices to increase the efficiency and improve the economy of industrial sites with ORC technology. (C) 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Times Cited: 1

This paper aims to investigate modularly designed ORC systems from a thermoeconomic point of view. The main goal is a recommendation for a suitable chemical class of working fluids, preferable ORC design and a range of heat source temperatures and thermal capacities in which modular ORCs can be economically feasible. For this purpose, a thermoeconomic model has been developed which is based on size and complexity parameters of the ORC components. Special emphasis has been laid on the turbine model. The paper reveals that alkylbenzenes lead to higher exergetic efficiencies compared to alkanes and siloxanes. However, based on the thermoeconomic model, the payback periods of the chemical classes are almost identical. With the ORC design, the developed model and the boundary conditions of this study, hexamethyldisiloxane is a suitable working fluid and leads to a payback period of less than 5 years for a heat source temperature of 400 to 600 degrees C and a mass flow rate of the gaseous waste heat stream of more than 4 kg/s.
Abstract The cement industry is one of the largest industries with regard to energy consumption. In the current study, the waste heat from the chimneys of Sabzevar cement factory was used to generate power with the use of the steam cycle in order to improve the energy efficiency. The results revealed that the increase in the boiler pressure decreased the total amount of the recovered energy due to the increase in the final temperature of the exhaust gases. But, the steam cycle efficiency was increased. Therefore, there would be an optimum pressure for the recovery boiler based on the energy and exergy analyses. Accordingly, the maximum exergy absorption from the waste heat of the chimneys of Sabzevar cement factory occurred at the pressure of 891.8 kPa. Considering the work consumption of air-cooled condenser fans, the maximum net power occurred at the recovery boiler pressure of 1398 kPa. The highest overall energy and exergy efficiencies also occurred at this pressure. Moreover, the effects of the important operating parameters, including the maximum cycle temperature, environmental temperature and condenser pressure on the optimum pressure were investigated. Results indicated that the boiler optimum pressure was independent from the operating parameters and remained constant, when these parameters changed.

Waste heat revalorization creates interesting opportunities to energy intensive industries. In the present project, a large-scale ORC pilot plant along with a waste heat recovery unit (WHRU) in a steel mill has been designed, commissioned and operated. The plant is part of the European Commission funded PITAGORAS project and it has been installed at ORI MARTIN in Brescia (Italy). Waste heat is recovered from the fumes of the Electric Arc Furnace (EAF) to produce saturated steam which is then delivered to a district heating (DH) network during heating season and to the ORC for electricity generation during the rest of the year. The main challenge was the integration of these systems in a single plant since the heat source is highly unstable and steady heat load is preferable for the DH and ORC for their safe operation. A steam accumulator of 150 m$^3$ volume was implemented between the WHRU and the ORC/DH systems to maintain a steady discharge pressure, to reduce the fast transients and to extend the supply over longer periods. The ORC has a nominal power output of 1,8 MW and the preliminary results of the first weeks of operation of the ORC unit resulted in a net efficiency of 21.7%. Currently the plant is undergoing monitoring campaign which will provide additional data to further evaluate and optimize the system. (C) 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Times Cited: 1
Heat pumps are currently receiving extensive interest because they may be able to support the integration of large shares of fluctuating electricity production based on renewable sources, and they have the potential for the utilization of low temperature waste heat from industry. In most industries, the needed temperature levels often range from 100 degrees C and up, but until now, it has been quite difficult to find heat pump technologies that reach this level, and thereby opening up the large-scale heat recovery in the industry. Absorption compression heat pumps can reach temperatures above 100 degrees C, and they have proved themselves a very efficient and reliable technology for applications that have large temperature changes on the heat sink and/or heat source. The concept of Carnot and Lorenz efficiency and its use in the analysis of system integration is shown. A 1.25 MW system having a Carnot efficiency higher than 82% by the better temperature match of the process to the heat sink and source is reported. Another major benefit of using ammonia and water as working pair is the possibility of reaching quite high temperatures at a significantly lower operating pressure, which makes it possible to reach a temperature of 108 degrees C using standard industrial refrigeration equipment as described in the three included realized systems.
Analysis of Low-Grade Waste Heat Driven Systems for Cooling and Power for Tropical Climate Energy Procedia
143 389 - 395
Analysis of Low-Grade Waste Heat Driven Systems for Cooling and Power for Tropical Climate RIAZ2017389
The use of EH (excess heat) in DH (district heating) may contribute to increased sustainability through reduced use of primary energy. In Sweden, while biomass has become the most important DH fuel during the last decades, there is a significant amount of industrial EH that could be utilised in the DH systems if it could be shown to be an economically viable alternative. This study addresses the long-term system profitability of a large heat network between a cluster of chemical industries and two DH systems that enables an increased use of EH. An assessment is carried out by scenario and sensitivity analyses and by applying the optimising energy systems model MARKAL_WS, in which the DH systems of the Vastra Gotaland region of Sweden are represented individually. The results show heat network profitability under most assumptions, and that the profitability increases with biomass competition, phase-out of natural gas use and higher CO2 charges, whereas it decreases with the availability of other EH sources in the base load of the DH systems. (C) 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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A decision support system for waste heat recovery in manufacturing
One third of energy consumption is attributable to the industrial sector, with as much as half ultimately wasted as heat. Consequently, research has focused on technologies for harvesting this waste heat energy, however, the adoption of such technologies can be costly with long payback time. A decision support tool is presented which computes the compatibility of waste heat source(s) and sink(s), namely the exergy balance and temporal availability, along with economic and environmental benefits of available heat exchanger technologies to propose a streamlined and optimised heat recovery strategy. Substantial improvement in plant energy efficiency together with reduction in the payback time for heat recovery has been demonstrated in the included case study. (C) 2016 The Author. Times Cited: 1
Simeone, Alessandro Luo, Yang Woolley, Elliot Rahimifard, Shahin Boer, Claudio Woolley, Elliot/0000-0002-5445-4687; Simeone, Alessandro/0000-0002-8617-2721
1 1726-0604 <Go to ISI>://WOS:000380603200006
The purpose of this report was to explore key areas and characteristics of industrial waste heat and its generation, barriers to waste heat recovery and use, and potential research and development (R&D) opportunities. The report also provides an overview of technologies and systems currently available for waste heat recovery and discusses the issues or barriers for each. Also included is information on emerging technologies under development or at various stages of demonstrations, and R&D opportunities cross-walked by various temperature ranges, technology areas, and energy-intensive process industries. (United States)
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Analysis of a Greenhouse Heated by Waste Heat
In this study, the energetic and exergetic performance analysis of a rotary kiln and cooling section in a cement factory using wet method was carried out based on the actual operational data. The energy and exergy efficiencies of the wet type rotary kiln are about 46% and 35%, respectively. The results showed that a great amount of heat energy of 30.5 MW is exhausted from the chimney of rotary kiln. In order to evaluate recovery capacity of exhausted gas, Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) was considered and its energetic and exergetic performance were evaluated for isentropic and dry type fluids for different conditions. Isentropic fluid, R245fa shows the best performance while the dry fluid, R600a has the lowest performance. For condensation temperature of 303 K and evaporation pressure of 1500 kPa, the thermal and exergy efficiencies of R600a are 9.8% and 21.7% while the thermal and exergy efficiencies of R245fa are 13% and 29%, respectively. Isentropic fluids, R245fa, R142b can be used at high evaporator pressures and low condenser temperatures as R600 and R600a are not appropriate after a certain pressure since the efficiency remain stable. The exergy destruction rates in heat exchanger and evaporator are about 80% of the total exergy destruction. (C) 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 2
Thermodynamic analysis of thermophotovoltaic systems used in waste heat recovery systems: an application

doi:10.1093/ijlct/ctx019

Thermodynamic analysis of the thermophotovoltaic (TPV) system was carried out in our research and the results are presented. First, the TPV system was analyzed in three different regions. In the analysis, each part of the system is taken separately, while the whole system is handled separately. Within the thermodynamic analysis of each region, energy and exergy analysis were carried out and the system was analyzed from part to part. As a result of this method, a general energy and exergy efficiency of the whole TPV system is determined. Our results are supported by formulas. The In0.2Ga0.8As0.18Sb0.82 cell has a higher efficiency compared to the GaSb cell at the same source temperature. This is because the reverse saturation current and the energy band gap are low and the short-circuit current is high.

If TPV systems are applied for waste heat energy potential in the Turkish iron and steel industry, the energy efficiency of GaSb cell systems is 66 192 MJ per year with energy efficiency of 2.04%, the energy efficiency of In0.2Ga0.8As0.18Sb0.82 cell systems is 7.31% with annual energy efficiency of 189 971 MJ can be recovered. It is aimed that the work done will be an alternative to the existing electricity generation and will form a resource for future works.
Thermal energy represents a large part of the global energy usage and about 43% of this energy is used for industrial applications. Large amounts are lost via exhaust gases, liquid streams and cooling water while the share of low temperature waste heat is the largest. Heat pumps upgrading waste heat to process heat and cooling and power cycles converting waste heat to electricity can make a strong impact in the related industries. The potential of several alternative technologies, either for the upgrading of low temperature waste heat such as compression-resorption, vapor compression and trans-critical heat pumps, or for the conversion of this waste heat by using organic Rankine, Kalina and trilateral cycle engines, are investigated with regards to energetic and economic performance by making use of thermodynamic models. This study focuses on temperature levels of 45-60 degrees C as at this temperature range large amounts of heat are rejected to the environment but also investigates the temperature levels for which power cycles become competitive. The heat pumps deliver 2.5-11 times more energy value than the power cycles in this low temperature range at equal waste heat input. Heat engines become competitive with heat pumps at waste heat temperatures at 100 degrees C and above. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Times Cited: 16
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Surplus Heat: Free Fuel for Efficiency Improvement in the Oil & Gas Industry

OMC-2015-327
0788894043648 C1 - OMC
The EU target on energy efficiency implies a 20% reduction in the use of primary energy by implementation of energy efficiency measures. Not all potential cost-effective measures for improved energy efficiency are implemented. This energy efficiency gap is explained by market barriers. Policy instruments can be used to overcome these barriers. The target could, for example, be obtained through industrial excess heat recovery; but there is a knowledge gap on factors affecting excess heat utilization. In this study, interviews were carried out with energy managers in order to study excess heat utilization from industry's perspective. The study seeks to present how excess heat recovery can be promoted or discouraged through policy instruments, and several factors are raised in the paper. The interviews revealed that excess heat recovery is generally referred to in terms of heat deliveries to the district heating network. One may need to look for innovative recovery solutions, and policies are needed to bring these solutions into action. Due to inefficient conversion for heat-driven electricity generation, a system favoring this implementation could favor an inefficient system. Beyond external instruments, internal goals, visions, and the importance of energy as a priority were shown to be important in the work with improved energy management.
The aim of this paper was to study the effects on greenhouse gases and economics when a change is made in the use of industrial organic waste from external production and use of biogas (A) to internal production and use (B). The two different system solutions are studied through a systems analysis based on an industrial case. The baseline system (A) and a modified system (B) were compared and analysed. Studies show that industrial processes considered as integrated systems, including the exchange of resources between industries, can result in competitive advantages. This study focuses on the integration of internally produced biogas from food industry waste produced by a food company and the use of excess heat. Two alternative scenarios were studied: (1) the use of available excess heat to heat the biogas digester and (2) the use of a part of the biogas produced to heat the biogas digester. This study showed that the system solution, whereby excess heat rather than biogas is used to heat the biogas digester, was both environmentally and economically advantageous. However, the valuation of biomass affects the magnitude of the emissions reduction. Implementing this synergistic concept will contribute to the reaching of European Union climate targets. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Viklund, Sarah Broberg Lindkvist, Emma
Simultaneous Waste Heat and Water Recovery from Power Plant Flue Gases for Advanced Energy Systems; Gas Technology Institute, Des Plaines, IL (United States)
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20 FOSSIL-FUELED POWER PLANTS This final report presents the results of a two-year technology development project carried out by a team of participants sponsored by the Department of Energy (DOE). The objective of this project is to develop a membrane-based technology to recover both water and low grade heat from power plant flue gases. Part of the recovered high-purity water and energy can be used directly to replace plant boiler makeup water as well as improving its efficiency, and the remaining part of the recovered water can be used for Flue Gas Desulfurization (FGD), cooling tower water makeup or other plant uses. This advanced version Transport Membrane Condenser (TMC) with lower capital and operating costs can be applied to existing plants economically and can maximize waste heat and water recovery from future Advanced Energy System flue gases with CO$_2$ capture in consideration, which will have higher moisture content that favors the TMC to achieve higher efficiency.

(United States)
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Energy-related cooperation using industrial excess heat (IEH) in district heating (DH) networks shows economic and environmental benefits. A rarely investigated approach is the energy cooperation which incorporates a jointly operated CHP plant also producing process steam for nearby industry. The present study aims to evaluate economic and environmental effects on the Hofors DH system with jointly operated CHP plant when the nearby steel mill extends the supply of recovered IEH. Various IEH supply opportunities with different capacities of hot water and steam were designed and compared with existing IEH utilization, plant heat and electricity production and DH system performance. The energy system model MODEST is used for cost-optimization. A parametric study is used to analyze influences of increasing IEH cost and fluctuating electricity prices. The results show advantages for the DH system to utilize IEH for deliveries of DH and process steam and the cogeneration of electricity. Economic and environmental benefits are decreased total system cost (-1.67 MEUR/a), less use of fuels and electricity, and reduced CO2 emissions with a maximal reachable amount of 28,200 ton/a when the use of biofuel is assumed as limited resource and the substituted marginal electricity production is based on coal condensing power plants. The results also show that industrial steam is a preferred heat supply source as long as the steam cost is below the alternative heat production cost, irrespective of the electricity price. While the cost-effective utilization of industrial hot water for DH is more sensitive and affected by a beneficial CHP production based on higher electricity price segments, it is also shown that utilization of continuously supplied industrial hot water is limited during seasons of low DH demand. (C) 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Weinberger, Gottfried Amiri, Shahnaz Moshfegh, Bahram Weinberger, Gottfried/0000-0001-5574-8372 1872-9118 <Go to ISI>://WOS:000395963500036
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Absorption heat pump attracts increasing attention due to its advantages in low grade thermal energy utilization. It can be applied for waste heat reuse to save energy consumption, reduce environment pollution, and bring considerable economic benefit. In this paper, three important aspects for absorption heat pump for waste heat reuse are reviewed. In the first part, different absorption heat pump cycles are classified and introduced. Absorption heat pumps for heat amplification and absorption heat transformer for temperature upgrading are included. Both basic single effect cycles and advanced cycles for better performance are introduced. In the second part, different working pairs, including the water based working pairs, ammonia based working pairs, alcohol based working pairs, and halogenated hydrocarbon based working pairs, for absorption heat pump are classified based on the refrigerant. In the third part, the applications of the absorption heat pump and absorption heat transformer for waste heat reuse in different industries are introduced. Based on the reviews in the three aspects, essential summary and future perspective are presented at last. Times Cited: 0
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As an important way to increase industrial energy efficiency, Waste Heat to Power (WHP) technologies have been gaining popularity in recent years. In order to appraise the market potential of WHP technologies in Southeast Asia, a techno-economic assessment for WHP technologies is conducted in this paper. The technical and economic market potential of WHP in Southeast Asia is estimated to be 1788 MW and 1188 MW respectively. The main market drivers and barriers for WHP market expansion in Southeast Asia are also analyzed. Given the fact that WHP is a far cheaper power generation technology as compared with traditional and renewable power generation, the WHP market is expected to increase fast in the coming years. Mounting electricity price from grid, government emissions regulations and subsidies, the integration of WHP products with original equipment manufacturer, capital cost reduction induced by technology development are identified as the key drivers for the market growth. The above arguments are proofed through the analysis of a power plant WHP project in Southeast Asia.
Energy is an important issue in the development of economical economy in China. In shipbuilding industry, the waste heat utilization of diesel engine is an important technology. This article briefly introduces the definition of waste heat and analyzes the waste heat of hip diesel engine exhaust gas through the six s50me - C8 type diesel engine waste heat utilization system, and then elaborates on the prospect for the development of the main application of this technology and its application in the future. Times Cited: 0